A sandwich-type DNA electrochemical biosensor for hairpin-stem-loop structure based on multistep temperature-controlling method

Abstract: A highly sensitive and selective method for amplified electrochemical detection for hairpin-stem-loop structured target sequences was developed based on the temperature regulation of DNA hybrids on a sandwich-type electrochemical DNA sensor. Multistep hybridization was applied to promote the hybridization efficiency of each section of sandwich structure. The results showed that both multistep and temperature-controlling hybridization techniques were both especially made to fabricate the sensor for the tendency of internal hybridization of target gene sequences. This strategy provides significantly enhanced hybridization efficiency and sequence specificity of electrochemical detection.
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Introduction
The sequence-specific detection of DNA has gained widespread attention in the areas of molecular diagnostics, drug testing and screening, environmental monitoring, and DNA damage analysis over the past decades. Consequently, a variety of DNA sensors based on DNA hybridization principle was developed to monitor DNA hybridization, including optical, piezoelectric, and electronic methods. Among them, electrochemical DNA sensors have been rapidly developed and have been widely recognized as a promising solution for medical diagnostics, owing to the fact that electrochemical detectors are simple, sensitive, portable, and low cost. Already, many researchers have focused on improving the sensitivity and selectivity for the biosensor by designing the special probes or introducing advanced materials. In our previous work, we studied the electrochemical biosensor using a sandwich-type biosensor combined with enzyme-amplified technology, and found high sensitivity and selectivity. However, this one-step hybridization strategy was found to be disadvantageous for the special target sequences, which are easy to form secondary structure.

In the hybridization process, oligonucleotide secondary structure and intramolecular hybridization still play an important role in biological recognition processes. Various secondary structures form when the single-stranded specific target sequence has two or more stretches of complementary bases, including hairpin, which is common, loop-stem, and random-coil (called hairpin-stem-loop structure below). In recent years, the influence of hairpin-stem-loop structures on kinetics and dynamics mechanism of DNA hybridization have become popular and are widely researched in the solution phase as well as in the solid-liquid interface. Gao et al have studied secondary...
structure effects on DNA hybridization kinetics by comparing the solution phase with the surface interface. The result shows that kinetic rate constants fluctuated with increasing probe and target secondary structure similarly in both solution and surface environments. Specifically, the addition of three intramolecular base pairs in the probe and target structure slows hybridization in solution-phase or on the surface. Surface hybridization rates are also 20- to 40-fold slower than solution-phase rates for identical sequences and conditions. Jo et al\textsuperscript{26} have also investigated the effect of secondary structure on the hybridization activation energy. In their experiment, a reliable kinetic model was developed to understand how the rate-determining step is influenced by intramolecular secondary structures. They found that hybridization rate constants were determined by different temperatures and salt concentrations. Chen et al\textsuperscript{27} and Chen et al\textsuperscript{28} analyzed the origin of the specific recognition of structured DNA and investigated base thermodynamics and dynamics of DNA hybridization/dehybridization at a terminal of a DNA duplex. They proposed that the intermediate states are existent in hairpin folding and unfolding and that the hairpin opens in a concerted manner during the hybridization. Those theoretical studies suggest that hybridization would occur simultaneously for all molecules in an appropriate buffer solution. It implies that, in order to form the duplex, the hairpin-stem-loop should be unjointed in hybridization processes and respective melting temperatures should be comparable for all reactions that were taking place, because the hybridization temperature can impact the stability of double-stranded DNA.\textsuperscript{27,29,30} In the previous one-step hybridization experiment, we have designed shorter single-stranded probe and target molecules and increasing the incubation temperature. Nevertheless, the result showed that reducing strand length could weaken detection selectivity and increasing temperature could degrade biosensor performance.

In this work, based on the complex clinical sample and practical application, we establish a simple, novel, low-cost, and temperature-controlled sandwich-like electrical enzyme-linked DNA biosensor to detect those hairpin-stem-loop structures, which were special target sequences, as shown in Figure 1. In the sandwich-like hybridization process, firstly, the structured target sequences are opened and form single-stranded targets through incubation at 90°C. The single-stranded target sequences were then hybridized with the reporter probes through incubating at the temperature of $T_f$. This is a competitive process whereby the intramolecular hybridization is displaced by hybridization of the complementary strand. As a result, the stable and partly dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complexes were formed immediately in solution phase. Following, the dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complexes were hybridized with the capture probes on the electrode surface under the optimal lower temperature of $T_f$. Therefore, the stable and complete double helix structure (dsDNA(C-T-S)) can be formed with this multistep temperature-controlling process. Finally, the double helix structure was incubated with streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to amplify the electrochemical current from the 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate for the detection of the structured target sequence.

\textbf{Figure 1} The procedure of DNA electrochemical sensor based on a multistep temperature-controlling method.\textbf{Abbreviations:} MCH, Mercaptohexanol; $T_i$, initial hybrid temperature; $T_f$, optimal lower temperature; HRP, horseradish peroxidase; TMB, 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine.
Material and methods

Equipment and reagents

Electrochemical measurements were performed using a CHI1030A electrochemical workstation (Chenhua Co, Shanghai, China). A gold electrode (AuE, Φ = 2 mm) was used as the working electrode. A platinum wire and an Ag/AgCl electrode were used as the counter and reference electrodes, respectively.

The TMB substrate (Neogen K-blue low activity substrate) was from Neogen (Lansing, MI). Streptavidin-HRP was purchased from Beijing Biosynthesis Biotechnology (Beijing, China). Mercaptohexanol (MCH) and bovine serum albumin were from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 10 mM, pH 7.4) containing 1.0 M NaCl was used as the hybridization solution. The DNA immobilization buffer consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 10 mM ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), and 1.0 M NaCl. All solutions were prepared with double-distilled water.

The synthetic DNA probe and special target sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis were purchased from TaKaRa (Dalian, China). The base sequences are shown in Table 1.

Fabrication of ssDNA/MCH/AuE

The AuE was polished with alumina slurry (0.05 µm) on a polishing pad, with ultrasonication in an HNO₃ solution (1:1), ethanol and water, successively. The polished AuE was dried with N₂ immediately before use and then run for 20 cycles of cyclic voltammetry (CV) in fresh 0.5 M H₂SO₄ solution to clean the AuE. The electrochemically polished AuE was then rinsed with copious amounts of double-distilled water and dried with N₂. The cleaned AuE was then immobilized with 4 µL of capture probe (C) at a 1 µM concentration for 1 hour at room temperature. Subsequently, the capture probe-modified AuE was dipped in 2 mM MCH for 1 hour to obtain the ssDNA/MCH/AuE complex.

Prehybridization of the target DNA

One hundred microliters of hybridization solution containing the target DNA (T) and 50 nM of the reporter probe (S) was heated at 90°C for 5 minutes. The solution was then removed quickly and incubated at 50°C for another 30 minutes to form the partial double helix structure.

The AuE-modified capture probe was dipped in the hybridization solution at 45°C for 40 minutes to form the sandwich-type dsDNA. The AuE was then rinsed carefully with 10 mM PBS buffer and water to remove the remaining DNA, generating the dsDNA/MCH/AuE complex.

Electrochemical detection

The dsDNA/MCH/AuE complex was incubated in a 1 mg/mL bovine serum albumin solution at room temperature for 30 minutes to close the residual nonspecific adsorption. It was then rinsed with PBS buffer and dried with N₂. Three microliters of streptavidin-HRP (0.5 U/mL) was dropped on the electrode surface and allowed to react for 15 minutes. The AuE was then stirred and cleaned with PBS buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20 (Biotech, Bio Basic Inc, Toronto, Canada). The formed sandwich biosensor was then subjected to the TMB substrate for electrochemical current–time curves measurement. The initial potential was 0 V; the sampling interval was 0.1 seconds; the sampling time was 100 seconds.

The ssDNA/MCH/AuE and dsDNA/MCH/AuE complex were respectively dipped into 10 mM Tris-HCl and 50 µM Ru[NH₃]₆⁺ solution at pH = 8.0 (Tris-HCl buffer) for electrochemical chronocoulometry measurement. The initial potential was −0.5 V and the final potential was 0.2 V.

Results and discussion

Electrochemical responses of detection of DNA hybridization

In this work, we compared the electrochemical response of the AuE in different substrate solutions to demonstrate the catalytic activity of HRP in the prepared sandwich-type DNA electrochemical biosensor.

### Table 1: Base sequences of the probes and various target oligonucleotide sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA sequence</th>
<th>Oligonucleotide sequence (5’ to 3’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capture probe (C)</td>
<td>SH-C6-TTTTTTTTAACACGTTTCCCAACAACCCTCCACACCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter probe (S)</td>
<td>CTTGAGGAGAACTTATGGGAGAAACGG-biotin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary target (T)</td>
<td>CGGTTGCTCCCATAGTTTGCTGCTGCAAGGTAAGTTGTGGAAGGTGTGGAAGTTGTGGAACGTGTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-point mismatch target 1</td>
<td>CGGGTTGCTCCCATAGTTTGCTGCTGCAAGGTAAGTTGTGGAAGGTGTGGAACGTGTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-point mismatch target 2</td>
<td>CGGGTTGCTCCCATAGTTTGCTGCTGCAAGGTAAGTTGTGGAAGGTGTGGAACGTGTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncomplementary target</td>
<td>GTTATTATATGGCTCACAGATATCATATATATATCTATGATATATAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** C, capture probe; S, reporter probe; T, complementary target; T1, CGGTTGCTCCCATAGTTTGCTGCTGCAAGGTAAGTTGTGGAAGGTGTGGAACGTGTT; T2, AAGGGTGGTAAGTTGTGGAAGGTGTGGAACGTGTT.
biosensor. As the current–time curves show in Figure 2, the current value of the ssDNA-modified AuE (curve A) was lower than 100 nA. When the ssDNA/MCH/AuE complex was hybridized thoroughly with the target DNA sequence to form the sandwich-type DNA model and reacted with streptavidin-HRP (curve B), the current value increased significantly as compared with the ssDNA-modified AuE (curve A) in the TMB substrate solution. In the sandwich-type DNA biosensor model, the avidin-HRP conjugate was immobilized on the electrode surface and TMB was oxidized into a colored compound by H₂O₂ under the catalysis of HRP, leading to the high electrochemical response. The results illustrate that the constructed sandwich-type DNA biosensor could be used to detect the target DNA sequence successfully.

**Formation of the dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex through multistep and temperature-controlling hybridization process**

Oligonucleotides DNA hybridization/dehybridization is a fundamental process found in biology. The temperature of the hybrid reaction was a key factor that directly influenced the hybridization efficiency. Duplex DNA structure was generally formed under the optimum temperature and separated at the denaturation temperature. The typical method to control the temperature was by heating the mix hybridization solution, which contained the capture probe, reporter probe, and target sequence.

For the specific target sequence with internal hybridized loop, the multistep temperature-controlling process involved both denaturing of the internal hybridized bases of the target, as well as the formation of the target-reporter duplex, where the target-reporter binding was the driving force for the opening of the loop. The response of the biosensor was dependent on the stability of the dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex. In order to confirm the improved hybridization efficiency and the formation of dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex with this multistep temperature-controlling method, the current–time curves of the prehybridization step under different temperatures were studied. Before that, the target sequences solution was incubated at 90°C for 5 minutes to denature the internal hybridized bases of the target. The results in Figure 3A describe the sensor response for various temperatures of prehybridization. It was observed that the current values were still <1700 nA at temperatures below 49°C, illustrating poor hybridization efficiency. A suddenly significant amplification of the current was then observed to be 3420 nA at the prehybridization temperature of 50°C. The value was twice that of the traditional one-step hybridization, reflecting good hybridization and the formation of a stable sandwich-type duplex. These results were likely due to the ability of target DNA sequences to easily refold and form partial internal hybrids in the solution phase at such low temperatures, instead of opening, whether denatured at 90°C or not. When the temperature point reached 50°C, the target sequences could be opened and hybridized with the reporter probes to form a stable dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex. As shown in Figure 3A, the current value reduced once the temperature was increased further, indicating that the complex was likely to be degenerated and unstable at the higher temperature. It is highly significant that all of the blank experiments showed similar results and the current values are all lower than 180 nA, indicating limited, nonspecific absorption of streptavidin-HRP. The results in Figure 3A clearly show that the temperature controlling of the prehybridization solution was essential for hybridization efficiency and current-response improvement for the multistep method.

To demonstrate that the temperature of prehybridization and the multistep process both played important roles in the hybridization event, we compared the response of 45°C or 50°C through traditional one-step and novel multistep temperature-controlling methods, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3B. The current was just 1219 nA for the one-step process (45°C) and 1430 nA for the multistep process (45°C/50°C), demonstrating low hybridization efficiency. A reason for this result was that internal hybridization may have occurred in the target sequence at 45°C, which...
discourages the hybridization between the capture probes on the AuE and the target sequences. In addition, the responses of the traditional one-step process (50°C) and novel multistep process (50°C/50°C) were 1634 nA and 1885 nA, respectively (Figure 3B). This was because the formed dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) strands were unstable and partially separated at the higher temperature of 50°C. However, significantly enhanced signal of 3420 nA could be observed for the multistep temperature-controlling process (50°C/45°C), indicating high hybridization efficiency can be achieved in this case. These results explained two problems: (1) the traditional one-step temperature control regime was disadvantageous for DNA recognition of hairpin secondary structure. In the case of special DNA structures, such as those that possess an internal double-helical state, the hybridization efficiency was directly reduced and the electrochemical response of the biosensor was weakened; and (2) the multistep temperature-controlling method could improve the current response only if the prehybridization and secondary hybridization temperature were controlled, respectively. The temperature control of each section of dsDNA complex should be considered for the multistep sandwich-type biosensor. Therefore, the special structures were necessary to improve the hybridization efficiency by multistep and temperature-controlling hybrid approaches. Consequently, the hybridization temperature played an important role in the multistep temperature-controlling event.

Furthermore, considering the importance of both the temperature-controlling and multistep processes for hybridization, we carried out another multistep process to make another dsDNA(T2-C)-ssDNA(T1) complex. First, we dipped the capture probe-modified electrode into the target sequence at a temperature of 45°C to form another dsDNA(T2-C)-ssDNA(T1) complex. This complex was then hybridized with the reporter probe at 50°C to form a sandwich-type biosensor. As shown in Figure 3C, the result was compared with the current value of the dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex. The response was not significantly increased, probably because the structure of the dsDNA(T2-C)-ssDNA(T1) complex was unstable and the target sequence was dissociated from the electrode surface when the secondary temperature was up to 50°C. Significantly, it was suggested that the double-stranded DNA with higher
denaturing temperature, such as T-S, should be preferential for the prehybridization process to prevent another double-stranded DNA from denaturing in the following step.

Chronocoulometry was employed to quantify DNA surface density via measuring the redox charges of RuHex. We evaluated the hybridization efficiency according to the added number of DNA strands on the electrode surface by electrochemical responses of [Ru(NH$_3$)$_6$]$^{3+}$ bound to the sandwich-type DNA. As a result, at a concentration of complete target sequence 10 nM, the surface density of dsDNA on the gold surface for multistep temperature-controlling processes was almost twice that of the traditional method (Table 2), which demonstrates that the novel multistep method exhibited more excellent hybridization efficiency than the one-step method.

### Specificity and sensitivity of the novel sandwich-type DNA biosensor

The ability of the DNA biosensor to differentiate the target sequence mismatches was important in the applications. The selectivity of the novel multistep temperature-controlling hybridization method was also investigated. In the experiment, complementary target DNA sequence (curve a), single-base mismatch (curves b and c), noncomplementary (curve d), and the capture probe (curve e) were detected through current–time curves. As shown in Figure 4A, in the present concentration of 10 nM target sequences, the values of the complementary matched DNA sequence (column a) was two times more than the response of two different types of single-base mismatch sequence (column b and c). This optimal difference shows a great ability to distinguish even the complementary target from single-base mismatch sequence. The current value from the noncomplementary DNA (column d) was as low as the blank (column e). Thus, we speculate it was the more strict hybridization temperature control that improved the recognition ability among the bases. The traditional one-step sandwich-type gene biosensor was also compared with the specific gene segment of tubercle bacillus. In Figure 4B, the bar graph from a to d represents the complementary, single-base mismatch (S4 and S5) and noncomplementary target sequences, respectively. However, it was not easy to distinguish the responses between the completely match and single-base mismatch sequences. These results clearly indicated that the novel sandwich-type DNA biosensor could satisfactorily perform the specificity assays, which showed enhanced specificity relative to the traditional sandwich-type DNA biosensor (Figure 4B).

The current–time tests were employed for detection of different concentrations of target DNA sequence to further demonstrate the applicability of the novel sandwich-type DNA biosensor. The sensor was used to test the target DNA sequence at a series of concentrations ranging from 1 pM to 10 nM (Figure 5A, inset). The amperometric responses were found to be nonlinear related to the concentration of the target sequence (Figure 5A). As shown in Figure 5B, the slope of the linear relationship range of the response versus the concentration was 0.85, indicating that the novel biosensor showed higher sen-

---

**Table 2** The surface density of DNA and the differences of hybrid efficiency between multistep and one-step temperature-controlling hybridization methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hybridization method</th>
<th>ΔQ (μC)</th>
<th>Surface density (mol/cm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multistep temperature-controlling</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3.7 × 10$^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-step hybridization</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2.0 × 10$^{12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** ΔQ, surface coverage of [Ru(NH$_3$)$_6$]$^{3+}$.  

---

**Figure 4** Current–time curves for multistep temperature-controlling process (A) and one-step hybridization (B) with the complementary target (a), one-point mismatch target 1 (b), one-point mismatch target 2 (c), noncomplementary target (d) and the capture probe (e) sequences.  
**Note:** Inserts show the bar graphs of the peak currents when the biosensor was hybridized with the different DNA sequences.
Conclusion

A sandwich-type DNA biosensor was developed with a modified hybridization process for detection of the hairpin-stem-loop structure sequence. The target sequence was firstly heat-denaturalized and was then hybridized with the reporter probe to form a dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex under controlled temperature conditions. The formed dsDNA(T1-S)-ssDNA(T2) complex was subsequently hybridized with a capture probe immobilized on the electrode to fabricate the sandwich-type DNA biosensor under another controlled temperature. The results were compared to sandwich-type DNA biosensors formed using traditional methods, which showed that the novel multistep temperature-controlling process had higher sensitivity and better specificity. This novel sandwich-type electrochemical DNA biosensor demonstrated improved recognition of special disease-causing DNA sequences and would be especially suitable for the detection of target sequences that could form internal hybrids. It is expected that similarly fabricated sandwich-type DNA biosensors will be of significant use in a clinical setting in the near future.
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